Thomas Comes to America, Book 2
An Excursion to Glendale
Thomas enjoyed shunting, no, make that “switching,” trucks. Oh, wait a minute.
It was “cars” here in Girard. If this place really was “Girard.” Black Bart, the first
engine Thomas had met, seemed to doubt it. This was a strange place in a lot of ways.
But the strangest of all was that there were never any passengers. Thomas longed for his
branch line on Sodor, where he and Annie and Clarabel would bring passengers to the big
station. It was a Really Useful service. The Fat Controller had said so. What use was it
to make runs to Glendale if there were no passengers? He had made the trip twice
already with Annie and Clarabel. James, who came to Girard after Thomas had arrived,
had made the first such run. But he had not seen much action because the Station
Manager and Foreman said he wasn’t Useful for switching.
Then, one day Frank, the first driver, no, “engineer,” that Thomas met, had big
news. He told Thomas, “Today we haul passengers! It’s the Station Manager’s picnic,
and he’s having us run an excursion down to Glendale! Be at your best, today will be
important.”
“So, that’s why there’s a crowd gathering at the station,” said Clarabel, who could
see in that direction. “There have been cars pulling up. And, oh, maybe a couple dozen
people. Not just the men working on the track or at the goods station.”

“I want to see too!” said Annie.
“You get to see where we are going, while I just see where we’ve been. It’s my
turn to see first today!”
“I can’t see them either,” Thomas said. “But, if we are running the excursion,
Annie, I’m sure we will have our chance.”
“James is back there too, and he looks unhappy,” said Clarabel.
“That must be because he expected to be able to pull the passengers,” replied
Annie. “Remember the Meeting? When they said he wasn’t Useful for shunting? The
Fat Driver said maybe he’d be useful for pulling the passenger train.”
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Thomas remembered. But, it seemed that he would pull it today, not James.
Maybe it was unfair that James got to do so little. But, it wasn’t Thomas’s fault that he
was a Useful engine! Thomas didn’t have time to worry about it. Soon it was time to go.
Thomas backed Clarabel and Annie back to the station, and waited for the
passengers to board. “All aboard!” he tooted. But, something was wrong.
“There’s no way to get up!” cried Annie.

Thomas couldn’t see, but he could hear the complaints. The track was higher than
the ground, and the station platform was low. Way too low. There was a four foot step
from the ground up to the doors of either coach!
Thomas wasn’t the only one wondering what could be done. Most of the
passengers stood around talking. A lady with a small white dog asked loudly what fool
organized this excursion and didn’t think about how a lady could board.
Four teenage boys clambered up anyway, and told her to climb up too. She
wouldn’t answer, but her little dog told them off for being sassy.
One young man tried to walk on the rails in front of Thomas, seeming not to care
how dangerous that could be.
A little girl wearing a red dress came up on the adjacent rail, also somewhat
dangerously. She asked Thomas, “Can you really talk?”
“Yes,” answered Thomas. “I’m Thomas. Who are you?”
“I’m Ann. Ann Hood. Why do you talk? Do all engines talk?”
“I don’t know,” said Thomas. “Friendly ones do. The diesel doesn’t.”
“Why do you have a face and other engines don’t?” asked Ann.
Thomas had to reply that he didn’t know. All of the engines on Sodor did, and
they all talked. The cars too, coaches and trucks both. Even things like busses and
tractors and helicopters. Wasn’t that true everywhere?”
“Maybe someone else can tell me,” Ann said. “I’ll ask the Conductor.”
Meanwhile, the Station Manager and the Foreman were arguing right next to
Thomas. “I thought you had everything ready!” the Station Manager, exclaimed.
“I’m the Foreman. I supervise the men and assign tasks to run the railroad. You
are the station manager,” the Foreman replied. “The problem’s at the station, isn’t it?”
The Station Manager didn’t like that answer, and was about to tell the Foreman
what to do. But right then Frank’s fireman came up and said, “We can use barrels. I
found some nearby at the freight station. Different sizes. People can step up that way.”
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The station manager told the Foreman to make it happen. The Foreman wasn’t
happy about doing something he didn’t think was his job, but he did it anyway. He had
the crew who were working on the tracks nearby quit that job and get the barrels.

People had to step from the ground to a bench, from that to a sideways barrel,
then to the top of a low barrel then to a higher one. It was tricky, and the sideways barrel
would roll when someone stepped on it. The ladies complained, and a man with a cane
didn’t like it either. But despite the problems, the passengers were able to board Annie.
And then, more barrels were set up for passengers to get into Clarabel too.
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“Good thing these are not paying customers,” the engineer Frank told his fireman.
“When it’s free, you can’t ask for your money back.”
“I’ll bet the Owner hears about it anyway,” replied the firemen.
“Yeah. A lot, I expect,” said the engineer. “Glad I’m not the station manager.”
“Or the foreman,” said the fireman.
Finally, it was time to go. It was getting a bit dark, and Thomas wondered if a
storm was coming. He got to the far turn before heading down the long grade, and then
all of a sudden, the fireman put on the brakes hard. Thomas wasn’t paying enough
attention, but here it was! Another train, on that same track, coming right toward him!
The other locomotive braked quickly too. Good thing!

It was Number 224, who Thomas knew as “Black Bart.” Thomas called to him,
but Black Bart didn’t say anything. It looked like he had been working hard. Thomas
backed up onto the track that went to the milk platform, as Black Bart passed.

He came in rapidly, and pulled in toward the station, but he was only pulling one
short gondola. Where is his guard van? wondered Thomas.
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But, there was no time to waste. Frank shouted, “We are way late already, and
now this!” But, he still was careful going down the grade toward Glendale. After all,
they had passengers aboard!
At Glendale, a long siding goes behind the station, and the points were set for
Thomas to go in that way. It was a good thing to do; the station platform was higher on
that side, as a good platform ought to be, so passengers can board easily. All of the other
times Thomas had come to Glendale he stopped on the main tracks, in the front of the
station, where the platform was lower, like at Girard. Perhaps the station manager at
Glendale was very wise, in making these arrangements.
The passengers were happy to disembark. “Where’s the picnic?” one asked.
“Will you look at that!” another exclaimed. Thomas at first wondered about the picnic,
but then Annie said, “They are all looking at the other train.”

Other train? thought Thomas. Oh! There was another train! Thomas had been
paying such close attention to his own track, and stopping just right, that he had not even
noticed! There, in front of the station and stretching around a bend farther than Thomas
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could see, was a huge, silver, streamlined train! That was what everyone was looking at.
And, no wonder! Each of those coaches was as long as Annie and Clarabel put together,
or longer. The one beside the station had a high observation dome. Fancy!

Thomas’s engineer went into the station to check with the station master. The
“Conductor” told all the passengers that they would be here for half an hour; the picnic
would be at the “Flyer” station, not here. Some of them grumbled at this, but they were
all interested in the other train. Some of them explored the station, which was much
bigger than the one at Girard.
Thomas wished he could see the engine that pulled the streamlined train, but he
remained out of sight, and the train didn’t move. Why? Shouldn’t it be departing to it’s
next stop? Thomas could see people in the windows. They would be getting upset, he
would think, if they were going to be stopped in Glendale very long.
Thomas heard his engineer, Frank, tell the fireman, “The streamliner’s stuck.
Engine jumped the track in the tunnel.”
Aha! That was it. Thomas was glad he was not at fault for holding up such a
magnificent train.
“Good thing the picnic isn’t here,” the fireman said. “All the people on the
streamliner would have gotten off and gobbled it all down by now.”
“Well, they are supposed to have it fixed soon. Crew’s in the tunnel now, I hear.”
About then the conductor came up and asked the engineer to blow the whistle.
“Toot, toot” whistled Thomas. “All aboard!” called the Conductor.
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Soon the passengers were back aboard, but Thomas was wondering how they
would get back. The streamliner was across the switch and occupying the Glendale loop
track that Thomas needed to turn around!
“Gotta take it backwards,” the Conductor told the Engineer. “Keep alert. I’ll
signal with flags if there’s a problem. These coaches weren’t designed for this! No
inside passageway!”
So, that was what they did. Thomas thought that Clarabel, who always went last,
would be very pleased, to be in front and go first. And, she was.
“Whee!” said Clarabel as they started. She could see directly ahead, just like
Thomas usually did! “Faster!” she called.

“She’s not going to like it,” said Annie, who seemed to Thomas a bit upset about
going backwards.
As Thomas picked up speed, Clarabel whizzed around a curve. “Slow down!”
she called. “This is scary! I can’t stop!”
Thomas slowed down. He was going to anyway, since they were entering the
long grade up to Girard. It didn’t bother him to go backwards, since he did that often
while switching. But it was different to be doing so for a long trip! He felt like he
understood how Clarabel felt a bit better.
They rounded the loop at the top of the grade, and Thomas heard the fireman
calling, “Whoa! Signal to stop!” as he applied the brake. They slowed down and eased
up to a small station Thomas had hardly noticed before. They didn’t stay long, though.
Clarabel told him later what happened. “None of the passengers wanted to get
out! I thought it was a dog there on the platform. But, it was actually a wolf! A very
large one! I didn’t know there were any wolves or other dangerous animals around here.”
“I heard the guard talking to the conductor, that it would be dangerous to let the
passengers out. So I kept my doors shut. I told the wolf to go away and not scare people.
But then the Conductor said, ‘Uh oh! Looks like someone got to the picnic first, knocked
over the tables, and ate all the hot dogs!’ Sure enough, there was a mess where the picnic
was supposed to be.”
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“There was a little girl aboard, and she was afraid this was the Big Bad Wolf
come to ‘huff and puff’ and blow me and Annie apart and eat up all the passengers. I
heard the Conductor tell her not to worry. He said, ‘The wolf can’t blow these coaches
away, and he can’t blow that brick station away either.’
“The Conductor then signaled for us to move on. The wolf just growled at me.
So I said to him, ‘Why don’t you get on the tracks and huff and puff and blow from there,
if you are so Big and Bad!’”
“But, he didn’t get on the tracks; I suppose he was too smart for that. We started
moving. Then passengers started throwing things at him out the windows, and he
decided to leave.”
Thomas found out about this later. He just knew that the train, with Clarabel in
the lead, continued on to the Girard station, where all the hungry and irritated passengers
disembarked. But, their displeasure did not last long. Someone had ordered pizza, and
the truck had just pulled up. Barrels were rolled over to serve as tables, and everyone had
as much as they wanted. They were all happy to be back in Girard, and have a good
meal. Even the woman with the little white dog was happy, and the little white dog ate a
whole pizza himself. (It was a small one, with pepperoni.)
Afterward, little Ann Hood came up and said, “Thank you, Thomas! You and
Clarabel saved us all from the Big Bad Wolf!”
Thomas didn’t understand at the time, but he knew something had happened at
Flyer Station. He thanked Clarabel for handling the emergency so well when he found
out what she had done.
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After the passengers, “guests” as the Station Manager had called them, had gone,
Thomas heard him thank the Foreman for ordering the pizza.
“Couldn’t have unhappy passengers, could we?” the Foreman replied. “And that
wolf gave my man quite a fright at Flyer Station. Good thing he locked the office door
and called us here! Our guests would have been very unhappy if they had nothing for
their supper after all that.”
It had been quite a day! Thomas was ready to go with Annie and Clarabel back to
their siding for the night. He didn’t yet know about the additional excitement that had
occurred. But, that is James’s story, and we will have to wait for it until another time.
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James Saves the Day
James was not happy. Thomas seemed to get all the action, while he was mostly
stuck on a siding next to the big goods station at Girard. When he did move, it was only
to clear the way for some goods truck or another to be moved onto the siding. Finally, a
day came when passengers started gathering at the station. Aha! He thought. There’s
going to be a train to Glendale, and I’m going to pull it! But, instead, Thomas and two
coaches pulled up to the station. He wouldn’t get to go to Glendale after all.
What made things worse was that there was a diesel engine right beside him on
the next track, on the other side of the barrel platform. It was the usual local goods train
that came by Girard every day, but this time it just stayed there for a long time, it’s motor
idling. James supposed it was just waiting for the passengers to board, and for Thomas
and his coaches to depart. But that seemed to take a long time. So, the diesel just stayed
there idling, on and on.

Have you ever been near an idling diesel for a long time? It gets annoying.
Especially when you are in a bad mood or trying to sleep. At first, you think that it is
tolerable, and will be gone soon. Then you think it is barely tolerable, and why doesn’t
someone turn it off and stop wasting fuel, or get going! Finally, it goes on so long that
you can’t tolerate it anymore. But James, with no steam up, and no driver, didn’t have a
choice of going anywhere. So, he finally he ran out of patience, and said something.
“Will you please turn off that engine if you are not going anywhere?” he asked, in
an irritated tone, but trying to be polite.
The diesel didn’t say anything. It just kept up it’s annoying noise, as before.
“I said, would you stop that? If you’re not going anywhere, quite down!”
The diesel didn’t say anything. The noise kept on as before.
James waited a while longer. He couldn’t stand it any more. “You ugly diesel
piece of scrap iron! Yes, you over there! Quiet down!”
James actually knew this wouldn’t do any good. The diesel never said anything.
It had two eyes, one over the other like a haddock, and never blinked or showed any
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expression. It just blew it’s horn, which was even more obnoxious than its engine noises,
whenever anything was in its way. But James was so irritated, that he felt like he had to
say something or burst a valve.

“You look like a boxcar that was squished through an automobile tunnel,” he told
the diesel. James knew this was no longer polite, but he didn’t see any reason not to,
since the diesel never answered. And, it was true. The diesel had a skinny hood, not full
width except where the cab was. James was just being honest. “Your paint is as faded as
a pile of rotten orange peels. And your exhaust stinks.” James was feeling a bit better. If
the diesel was being annoying, he could be too! “You are so pathetic, you don’t even
have a number!” James had noticed, from his vantage, no numbers at all on the diesel,
while he had a nice, bright, big number “5” on the side of his tender. Why, even most
trucks had numbers!
James was thinking about this, and trying to come up with further insults, when he
heard, “Who’s talking trash at me?”
James looked around. The voice didn’t sound like the Fat Engineer or the other
steam engine driver here, Frank. James looked around. He didn’t see anybody. Just the
big white man who operated the barrel loader, and that wasn’t his voice. Not even the
diesel’s driver, who had gone over to the freight office, was nearby. There were lots of
people at the passenger station still, in the distance, and a track crew working on the rails
near them, but nobody else. So, James didn’t answer.
“Is that you talking big, you little red toy steamtwitter?” the voice asked. It was
the diesel! James was very surprised. He thought the diesel was lifeless. An engine, an
annoying engine, but not really no more than a hunk of scrap iron you’d put into a
gondola and haul away to a scrapyard. James was trying to think what to say, when the
voice continued.
“You little red toy engine. You stay out of my way. Or I’ll run you down. And
when I’m around, you’d better be quiet. You don’t know anything, you are Useless, and
a waste of space on the rails. Soon enough you’ll be hauled away and scrapped, like
most other steam kettles have been, and the rest of them soon enough!”
James was still in a state of surprised shock. But, he didn’t think the diesel could
actually do anything to him, even thought it was a bit bigger than he was. Steam engines
are stronger than diesels their own size, so he wasn’t intimidated. So, he didn’t see any
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reason not to answer. After all, the diesel wasn’t his driver, or the Foreman, or the
Station Manager, or the Owner.
“Oh, well, then hello! I thought you were just a lifeless rolling diesel scrap of
useless metal, but it seems you can talk! I’m James. What’s your name?” James replied.
The diesel didn’t reply right away. James wondered if it was now snubbing him,
and he was trying to think of another insult. But, then it answered.
“I’m the Geep,” it said. “I pull the local freight every day. Reliably. I don’t
jump the track like certain steam locomotives. And I don’t waste people’s time with all
this maintenance and starting fires and other nonsense like you steam kettles.” The Geep
stopped, but then added, “So, what do you do that’s at all useful?”
James didn’t have a good answer, since it was just this issue that had been
bothering him. He had been be a Really Useful Engine. When he had been on Sodor.
The Fat Controller had said so. So, it took some time to think what to say.
But, the diesel spoke first. “I suppose you are stupid, too. You were quick to talk
before, but I ask a question and you can’t think of anything to say. Because you are
indeed Useless. Useless and stupid.”
James had to say something, so he went back to what he knew from Sodor. “I’m
a Special Mixed Traffic Engine,” James said. “The Fat Controller, who ran the Railroad
on Sodor, said so. I even pulled the Express! He said I was a Really Useful Engine!”
James said.
The diesel had an immediate reply. “’Special’ means ‘crippled’ or ‘handicapped’
or ‘stupid.’ Broken some way or another. And ‘Mixed’ means ‘mixed up.’ ‘Traffic’
means you were always getting into the wrong place where there were already too many
trains. And no wonder! As stupid as you are. Who was this fat controller, a switchman
perhaps? Maybe he didn’t know you were useless. Or maybe was just trying to sell you
to someone, and cheat them, when he said you were useful. Because, plainly, you aren’t.
Now, if you will quiet down yourself, I’m going to idle some more, just to annoy you,
while I wait for that dumb passenger excursion to clear out.”
James didn’t see much point in continuing the conversation. Clearly this diesel
was rude and insulting, as well as annoying. So, he stayed quiet, and just hoped for the
time when the diesel would move on off. But to his surprise, instead, the diesel’s driver
came back over. James thought he was getting ready to go. But then he actually turned
the diesel’s engine off. Glorious quiet, finally!
“What’s up?” asked the white man who operated the barrel loader. “Thought you
were supposed to be heading out. These barrels need to get on their way.”
“Problem at Glendale,” the diesel’s driver answered. “Main line’s closed for
now.” He then went back to where the Station manager and Foreman were still talking.
James thought about making a nasty comment to the diesel, but then he decided
he didn’t have to. He just said, “Thank you.”
The diesel didn’t answer.
James was pleased. The diesel was probably furious at being turned off, after he
had vowed to idle on. Having James say “Thank you” should have been an additional
irritant. Polite, but they both knew that James was thanking the diesel for something the
diesel, Geep, didn’t want to do. That will fix him, thought James. And Geep was having
to wait on Thomas, a mere tank engine. Yes, that too was nice.
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Finally, Thomas pulled away from the Girard passenger station. But not long
after, there were toots and whistles of alarm, and a squeal of brakes. James expected to
hear a crash, but there was none. He could see in the distance, Thomas backing up, then
another train pulled past. It was a steam locomotive, number 224, also known as “Black
Bart.” Black Bart was pulling only one short gondola. He stopped on the other side of
the freight station and blew off steam.
“That was a close one!” James heard him say.
Apparently there had almost been a collision between Black Bart and the
Passenger train! With little Thomas pulling it. Black Bart was as big as Henry, back on
Sodor. It would have been too bad for Thomas and the coaches and passengers!
“Time to go, stupid red teakettle!” the Geep said. “Where’s my engineer?”
But the engineer didn’t come. James could see the drivers and the Foreman and
some others talking to the Station Manager near the passenger station. They seemed
upset. But, nobody came to get the diesel going.
“You have no patience,” James commented to the diesel. That would get him. If
James was going to be unhappy, he wouldn’t be unhappy alone.
Instead of the Geep’s engineer, here came the Fat Engineer and his fireman. “Git
that fire goin’,” the Fat Engineer told the fireman.
“We’re going somewhere?” James asked.
“Well, now. Seems dis here engine thinks it needs an explainin’,” the Fat
Engineer snarled, as he walked up to where James could see him.
“Oh, no sir!” said James. He was afraid the Fat Engineer would change his mind.
“I will go anywhere!” he added.
“Waaal, that’s good. We gonna be doin’ some pusher duty. Soon as those
passengers git back. Could be a whiles, though. They’s goin’ to a picnic at da other
station, but whiles they is there da train will git out o’ our way.”
Things didn’t quite work out that way. The passenger train Thomas was pulling
was gone a while, and James shifted to another siding while he waited. Black Bart was
nearby, still with the lone gondola. James asked him if he knew what was going on.
“Nothing to be proud of,” Black Bart said. “I was pulling this special. Barrels,
this gondola, other cars with ties. Up the long grade. Pretty steep. Couldn’t get traction.
Wheels were spinning, slipping on the rails. Engineer drove me hard. But it didn’t do no
good. I was smoking from places ought not to smoke from.”

“What happened then?” asked James. He remembered something similar
happening on Sodor.
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Black Bart continued his tale. “We backed down. Got a running start from the
level. With as much steam as I could. Up the hill. Fast. All of a sudden, there was
Thomas. With passengers. Stopped just in time. The engineer said only one of the cars
was behind me. Seems the coupler let go, just as I got full throttle.”

“I had something like that happen one time myself,” replied James. “Trucks can
be so troublesome!”
Black Bart didn’t seem to be through. “Trucks?” He seemed confused, but
continued his tale. “I don’t know where the other cars went. Probably waiting for us.”
“Us?” James asked.
“Yes. You’re going to push.”
This was new for James, at least here. “Oh, like Gordon did for me, when I was
stuck on a hill with the express!” said James. If Gordon could help by pushing for
another engine, there was no dishonor in such duty, James figured. It would be Useful.
Thomas got back with the passengers, but going backwards! He looked pretty
silly. “The streamliner is broken down at Glendale!” he reported to James. “I couldn’t
get to the loop turn around.”
The Fat Engineer discussed the matter with Black Bart’s driver. “We can manage
dis,” he said confidently. So, first James and then Black Bart backed down the long
grade. James didn’t like going backwards, but they managed, and James shunted the
loose trucks to where Black Bart could couple to them. He then ran back onto the main
line himself to be out of the way. As Black Bart started forward, James came up behind
his guard van.
“Dis ain’t gonna be purty,” the Fat Engineer said to the fireman. “No front
coupler on dis stoopid engine, to couple to da caboose.” But James could see that his
buffers were just right to push on the guard van’s frame. He hoped it was strong. Bump!
“Ouch” the guard van cried. “Hey, engine, don’t push on me! It hurts!”
“I don’t care, I’m pushing!” retorted James, and pushed as hard as he could.
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James could hear Black Bart puffing heavily up ahead, and the train slowed down
on the steepest part. But James kept pushing as hard as he could, and finally, Black Bart
got to the top of the hill and pulled away, leaving James a bit short of breath.

“We did it!” whistled Black Bart.
James was happy, and tooted a reply. He had been Useful.
When James got back to the Girard station, Thomas was there with his coaches,
and the passengers were having a picnic. Black Bart, this time with his whole train, was
nearby behind the sawmill. James told Thomas about his adventure.
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Meanwhile, the Fat Engineer had checked with the Station Manager about where
to take James, since Thomas’s train was in the way. He came back soon.
“One durned thin’ after anutter!” the Fat Engineer exclaimed. “Seems the far
switch is jammed. Da one for da loop. We gotta go around da utter way. But da Geep is
in the way. Too many confounded trains in dis place!” he said.
But, it all got straightened out. James moved to a siding, and Thomas backed up
beside the station.
Finally started up again, the diesel pulled its train past Thomas and James as it
went down the grade towards Glendale. It ignored both of them.
At the end of the day, Thomas and James and Black Bart found themselves
together. Thomas told James about all his adventures, and the big silver streamliner he
saw at Glendale. James told Thomas about his earlier conversation with Geep, the diesel.
“I’ve heard that diesel called ‘The Geep’ before,” said Black Bart. Didn’t know it
was a name though.”
“Why doesn’t it have a number?” asked James.
“It does. 2338,” replied Black Bart.
“I didn’t see a number,” said James.
“I didn’t either,” said Thomas.

“I’ve seen the number. It’s right at the front, below the cab,” said Black Bart.
“I looked there, but no number,” said James.
“I’m sure I would have seen it,” added Thomas, “If it was there.”
“Are you sure you can see OK?” James asked Black Bart.
Black Bart was slow answering. Thomas was afraid James had insulted him, and
wondered if it was wise to do so.
“I’m sure The Geep has a number. I’m sure it’s 2338. It’s there,” said Black Bart
flatly. “But, things aren’t always what they seem. Like about that station being Girard,
and that other one being Glendale. I’m not so sure. Something peculiar is going on.
We’ll see.”
James really didn’t care. The diesel had tried to make a bad day worse. But in
the end, James had done something Really Useful, and rescued Black Bart’s train. The
Fat Engineer seemed to appreciate him, even though he didn’t actually say so. Hadn’t he
chosen James to help instead of uncoupling and using the diesel, the Geep? James said to
himself, Yes, I am indeed a Very Useful Engine.
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No Way to Run a Railroad
Thomas had a close call, almost colliding with Black Bart the previous day.
Everything had ended up well, but he still was shaken up by it. He was wondering how
long it would be until there really was an accident, something more than few wheels off
the track. He didn’t have long to wait.
The Geep, an orange and black diesel with no number that Thomas could see,
came through on its daily local run. Black Bart said the Geep had a number, 2338, but
Thomas looked closely and still didn’t see one. No, definitely no number. After a brief
stop, the Geep started off, when at about the same time, Black Bart started backing up!
Crash! A gondola of ties, the same troublesome car from the day before, crashed into the
side of the diesel, knocking its rear wheels off the track.
“Hey, stupid, watch out! Look what you’ve done!” said the diesel in a nasty,
angry voice.

Black Bart didn’t say anything, but hastily pulled forward again. The gondola
just happened to stay on the rails. It had been battered anyway, so it really looked like
nothing had happened to it. So, when the Station Manager and Foreman came to see
what the noise was, all he saw was the diesel off of the tracks.
The Foreman had something unpleasant things to say.
The diesel’s engineer came out and said that it was all the fault of that decrepit old
engine number 224, probably faulty valves.
“Now, then, let’s not get too excited,” the Station Manager said calmly. “We’ll
use the crane. No harm done.”
Wires were hooked to the nearby gantry crane, and the diesel was dragged back
onto the tracks. It was a bit humiliating for the diesel, being knocked about by a mere
gondola, but “The Geep” was soon ready to go. The Station Manager did have some
words for the diesel’s engineer about being careful, and went back to talk to Black Bart’s
engineer after that. The local then went on its way, just a bit late, and Black Bart left
soon after that.
Clarabel saw the whole thing, and told Thomas and Annie about it.
“I was afraid something might happen, after our close call yesterday,” he told
Annie and Clarabel. “We will have to be very careful. Especially backing up. You will
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have to be particularly alert, like you were when we had to back all the way from
Glendale, Clarabel.”
Clarabel was pleased. She could see that her alertness was going to be important.
If she had been in the place of that silly gondola, she would have put on her brakes hard!
Thomas was hoping he’d get to make another passenger run to Glendale. Frank,
who seemed to be his usual engineer, came over and got him ready to go. “Nope,” he
replied when Thomas asked, “No passenger service for a while. You heard what
happened on that excursion. Some things need to be fixed first.”
“So, where are we going?” Thomas asked.
“We’re checking out the station work,” Frank told him.
There had been a lot of noise from construction, and the crane had been busy, but
Thomas hadn’t given it much thought. So, they were fixing the station! Thomas pulled
out, then backed Clarabel and Annie into the station.

“The platform is higher!” exclaimed Annie.
“Yes, they’ve been working on the station” replied Clarabel. “So people can
board us more easily.”
But when they were actually adjacent, it was clear that more needed to be done.
“Still not high enough,” the Station Manager, who had come over to inspect the work,
told the Foreman. “And, something else seems wrong, too. Can’t quite put my finger on
it.”
“About another foot to go,” said the Foreman. Then people will have an easy step
up.”
“More like two feet,” the Station Manager said. “Then they can step right in, and
drag on one of those suitcases with wheels if they have one.”
The Foreman complained about that being a lot more trouble, but the Station
Manager insisted.
“You’re the boss. This will take a few more days.”
“Just do it,” the Station Manager directed.
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So, it was a few days of little action for Thomas. Clarabel, who had a good view,
reported on the progress to Annie and Thomas. The diesel with the local came by, and
Thomas did some switching. Thomas saw James, sitting on a siding next to the Goods
Station, but didn’t have a chance to talk to him. James looked unhappy. After having his
big day pushing, he hadn’t gotten any work. The Foreman seemed to prefer Thomas for
switching when he made assignments.
Then one day Thomas was again called on to back his coaches up to the Girard
station platform.

“Just right!” declared Clarabel, and Annie agreed.
Frank told Thomas, “Looks good; we should be able to start regular passenger
service to Glendale soon.”
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Thomas, Annie, and Clarabel were not the only ones watching. From his siding
near the goods station, James had been watching, with nothing to do. But, after Thomas
backed Annie and Clarabel onto their siding, the Fat Engineer came out and gave James a
chance to run a bit, “Just to keep him ready.” He left James on the track next to
Thomas’s siding while he went back to ask the Foreman whether the switch problems had
been fixed.

“This is no way to run a railroad!” James said emphatically.
Thomas knew James had been inactive, and had not had anyone to talk to except
maybe the diesel, so he was sympathetic. But James wasn’t just talking about not getting
enough to do.
“Did you see that accident? I did. Carelessness! And everything is done the hard
way, or poorly, or not at all! This is no way to run a railroad!” he repeated.
“Why, I’m sure you will get to pull some trains when we get regular service going
to Glendale,” Thomas assured him, hoping that would make James feel better.
“I’m sure I will,” responded James. “I ought to be pulling the Coaches. That
would be Useful. Very Useful. The Fat Engineer said I should. But, that’s not what I’m
talking about. I mean everything around here. This is no way to run a railroad!”
“I guess I don’t understand what you mean,” replied Thomas.
“Did you see what they did with that station? The passenger station? They
wanted a higher platform. Instead of just building the platform higher, they raised the
whole station! And, they got it backwards! The whole station, it somehow got rotated
around backwards! And not high enough. You’d think they would have planned things
out. But they had to keep backing the coaches in to see if they had it right! So, now
instead of having an enormous step up into the coaches, people have to make an
enormous step up to the platform.”
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Clarabel chimed in. “Yes, that’s what happened. I saw it all too. But, I thought
that’s just how you do it. After all, does it matter as long as the platform is right?
“There’s steps, aren’t there? Up to the platform?” asked Annie.
“You are just coaches, what would you know?” replied James, unhappy at being
interrupted. “They only put in a step and a ramp after the Station Manager couldn’t get
up!” he continued. “It’s a stupid way to do things.”
Thomas said that he didn’t know the proper way to elevate a platform; he was just
an engine, not the Station Manager.
“Just a tank engine,” corrected James. “And, did you notice, there are no signals?
A proper railroad ought to have signals. That would prevent any collisions.”
“There are signals. On the switches,” said Thomas. “Lighted ones, too! We
never had lighted switch signals on Sodor, but I see…”
“Don’t interrupt!” exclaimed James. “Those just show which way the switch
points are set. They don’t tell you whether the line is clear. Real signals show that, and
your driver is not supposed to go until the signal shows it is clear.”
Thomas knew about signals, although usually when he was switching in a yard it
was the switch points that he had to concern himself with most. Away from the yard,
signals were important. James was right.
“And another thing. There aren’t enough sleepers. The track is terrible. It’s even
worse at Glendale.”
“I don’t think they call them ‘sleepers’ here,” said Annie. “I heard the Conductor
telling the passengers about how they had been putting in new ‘ties’. That’s what Black
Bart was bringing in on his special.”
“If I want to hear from a coach, I’ll let you know,” said James. “They are
‘sleepers,’ and they hold the track down and steady. If there are not enough, the track
goes uneven and your wheels can come off the track.”
“You mean your own wheels!” said Annie, unwilling to be quiet. They had all
heard that James had his pilot wheels come off the track at the loop switch near the coal
siding.
Thomas, hoping to calm things down, said, “Yes, the track is really bad there. I
heard Black Bart had trouble too. But, they are laying more ties. Why, look at that track
right in front of you!”
James wasn’t going to take notice of Annie. He continued, “There is no
enginehouse. The yard lights don’t work. No lights in the station either. No turntable.
No Controller, apparently. Not enough freight. And no passengers. And when they do
have some passengers, for the excursion, they forget to charge for tickets! This is no way
to run a railroad!”
“You need to tell them about it,” suggested Thomas.
“I most certainly will!” replied James.
Just then, the Fat Engineer and his fireman came back, and also Frank, the other
engineer, with his fireman. James stayed quiet though. Maybe James decided this wasn’t
the quite right time to set things straight, Thomas thought.
It turned out that the intructions from the Foreman were to put James on the
siding with Annie and Clarabel. Thomas was uncoupled, and then James backed down.
Bang! James bumped Annie hard, Annie pushed Clarabel, and Clarabel bumped the
bumper and bounced back, hitting Annie, who shoved back into James.
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“Ouch! Oh! Be careful! That hurt!” they complained to James.
“Durned coupler!” the Fat Engineer exclaimed. “Having to use this stoopid
engine! With it’s durned Useless coupler! No way to run a railroad! Git out and center
the durned thing will ya?” he asked his fireman.

“We are going to Glendale,” Frank told Thomas. The Fat Engineer was still
complaining about James’s tender as Thomas pulled away. Thomas heard another series
of bangs as he rounded the curve and started down the grade to Glendale. Annie and
Clarabel were having a hard time of it. They would be looking for a chance to get back at
James for this rough treatment, Thomas thought.
On the way down, Thomas made a point of noticing the track work. Yes, it was
pretty bad. Worse than up at the yard. James was right about the signals, too. How did
they know that there wasn’t a train coming around the curve into the grade toward Girard
at the same time that they were headed down? Maybe one that was getting full throttle to
get up the hill, maybe even Black Bart again?
As it turned out, there was nothing to worry about. Waiting at Glendale were two
cars with more “ties” for the track work, with a “caboose,” as guard vans seemed to be
called here. Thomas wondered if he would have trouble hauling them up the grade. But
he went slowly and was able to make it back to Girard. After dumping the ties near the
coal siding, Frank left Thomas near James while he went to check with the Foreman.
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James looked unhappy. Thomas said, “Aren’t you hooked up to pull the next
passenger train to Glendale? You should be happy about that!”
“The Fat Engineer told him off!” volunteered Annie.
“Be quiet! I don’t want to talk about it,” said James.
Annie wasn’t willing to be quiet. “He asked why the railroad was so badly run,”
she informed Thomas.

“Stop!” pleaded James. “Stop, or I’ll knock you about some more!”
“You can’t! You don’t have your fire up!” replied Annie. “So, there!”
“James, I don’t think you need to get into more trouble with us, as well as
everyone else,” added Clarabel.
James must have had enough. He just sat still, squeezed his eyes closed, and
pretended not to be there.
“He said that the railroad is under construction,” Annie told Thomas.
“What? Under construction?” Thomas replied.
“Yes. They are building it. It’s not all finished, like things were on Sodor. At
least, that’s what I think the Fat Engineer meant. He wasn’t trying to be polite and
careful when he explained it to James.”
Thomas thought about it. Yes, that made sense. Things on the railroad weren’t
all right. But, they were getting better. The new ties in the yard, for example. He
thought back about how much worse the track to Glendale was the first time he went: no
ballast at all! The Girard station platform was now at a proper height; it wasn’t before.
Maybe things like more lights, and signals, and better track work, would come.
Indeed, now that he thought about it, living on a railroad under construction was a
good thing. There would be more places to go. Interesting things happening. Changes.
In fact, maybe that’s why he was here. A railroad that was being abandoned or made
smaller wouldn’t need new engines. One that was under construction, and growing,
would. James probably wouldn’t understand. Or want to understand.
“Don’t worry, James. Things will get better.” Thomas said.
He was sure they would.
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Another Steam Engine
Thomas had been shunting cars in the yard at Girard, usually just assembling the
train that the local freight would pick up. Thomas would collect all of the cars to be
picked up on the siding adjacent to the big freight station and passenger platforms. The
diesel known as “the Geep,” or as Thomas was told, number 2338, would come around
the loop past the milk platform and behind the sawmill. It would then would then drop
off its caboose. Thomas would call it a guard van if he was back on Sodor. The diesel
would then leave its cars to be dropped off on the side of the freight station near the
barrel loader. Moving to the other side, it would then pick up the departing cars, then
back up and collect its caboose.

Thomas stayed out of the way, moving the track behind the sawmill after the
Geep passed. This gave him a chance to talk to James, who was on the short siding near
the milk platform with the coaches, Annie and Clarabel.
“I am sure that nasty diesel doesn’t have a number,” James said while Thomas
was waiting nearby for the local freight to depart. “I’ve looked every time it comes by.
No number. Black Bart was surely mistaken when he said it was number 2338. Do you
think maybe Black Bart is a little stupid? He’s kind of slow, you know. And, for a big
engine, he had a lot of trouble getting up the grade, when I had to help push.”
Thomas knew that Black Bart, a steamer better known to the railroad men as
number 224, was sure the diesel was number 2338. Thomas also knew that James didn’t
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like the diesel. But the diesel had never spoken to him, and apparently it didn’t talk to
James anymore either. Thomas greeted it, each time it came by, with a “Hello!” but it
never replied.
On the other matter, Thomas thought James was being unfair to Black Bart.
Number 224 was just tired all of the time. “Maybe Black Bart just needs some
maintenance,” replied Thomas.
“Don’t get me started on that!” said James. “Where is an engine supposed to get
serviced? The water supply is jury rigged, the coal is dumped in carelessly at the coal
loader, and if we get a bit of oil occasionally we are lucky. No washing down. And, I
have no idea how they can clean my flues. We don’t even have an engine shed! My
beautiful red coat is going to get rusty with this treatment!”
Apparently James didn’t mind ‘getting started’ on this subject. But, then “the
Geep” left, and Thomas got to work switching the cars to where they needed to go. This
lot included a hopper for the coal loader, and two boxcars to be left beside the freight
station. It didn’t take long. Then, Thomas backed onto the siding where he usually
waited.

About then, Thomas heard in the distance the chuffing of a steam locomotive
coming up the grade. Rather rapidly. Thomas thought to himself, Aha, Black Bart is
coming! Perhaps with some more ties to help improve the track. But, as he listened,
Thomas thought that it didn’t sound like Black Bart. Faster, and less heavily chuffing.
The train came into view, but then suddenly stopped and started buzzing as it
went over the loop switch. Then, it jittered a bit, and started forward once again, only to
stop similarly near the Flyer Station. Thomas even thought he saw it reverse a bit. The
train made its way haltingly toward where Thomas was. Number 2034, Thomas read
from the new engine’s cab. It then continued around the barrel loader and looped behind
the freight station, and stopped on the other side of the sawmill. Thomas figured that the
other engine’s engineer was checking in with the Station manager, who seemed to be in
charge of everything here at Girard.
Thomas wondered if he would be called on to do some more shunting. Oops.
“Switching,” was the word. But, the gondola had seemed empty. This locomotive was
smaller than Black Bart, but had come up the grade with no trouble. So, maybe the tank
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car was an empty too. What was the point of bringing an empty tank car? Thomas
wondered. But, he wasn’t the Station Manager; that was his problem, not Thomas’s.

Eventually, the other locomotive started forward again. Thomas expected the
train to leave off at least one of the cars. But, it didn’t. Then, Thomas figured it would
disappear down the grade to Glendale. Maybe this was another test run.
But, instead, the other train circled the loop, then again, and each time a little
faster than before. At these higher speeds, there was no more of the fitful starting and
stopping. The other train was going fast enough that Thomas was starting to worry that it
might go off the tracks on the loop behind the freight station! Or that a dog might
carelessly try to cross the tracks. Finally, the other train slowed down, reversed direction
on the loop, and came back toward the barrel loader again. Running smoother now,
though, then at first. The engine stopped, and the engineer got out and made his way in
front of Thomas to the Station Manager’s office in the freight station. The fireman
stayed, and kept an eye on things.

Thomas figured it was time to make a new friend. “Hello! I’m Thomas! What’s
your name?” he called to the other engine.
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There was a long delay. Thomas remembered this had happened when he met
Black Bart, so he tried to be patient. Maybe these engines here didn’t know themselves,
until he spoke to them. That was a surprising thought. Maybe he woke them up,
somehow. But, there was no response. He decided to try again.
“Hello! I’m Thomas! I live here at Girard. What’s your name?” he asked.
Finally, “Huh? Who’s that?” came an answer. But, Thomas could see it was the
fireman. He supposed that maybe the fireman had never met a talking engine before.
“I’m Thomas,” Thomas said. “Does your engine, number 2034, have a name?”
The fireman had a look of surprise and amazement, and didn’t say anything.
Thomas had seen this kind of before. It was like nobody had ever even heard of a talking
engine before they met him. Before the fireman could say anything, Thomas heard
another voice, a bit creaky, say, “No. I’m just 2034.”
This seemed to spook the fireman even more. He jumped, and hit his head on the
cab roof. Then with a hasty glance forward, he jumped down to the ground, tripped over
a corner of the barrel loader, picked himself up, and ran past Thomas toward the front of
the station.
Thomas waited until he had rounded the corner. Then he asked, “Nice to meet
you, 2034. Are you sure you don’t have a name? Something they call you? Like Black
Bart. He’s number 224. But, he is called Black Bart. Do you know Black Bart? And
the diesel. It’s called the Geep. It’s number 2338, Black Bart says, but I’ve never seen a
number on it. Why do engines here have such big numbers? I’m number 1 and James is
number 5. Where is the station where you live? Is it far from Glendale? Have you been
to Girard before?”
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Thomas realized that he was so busy asking questions, he had not waited for
answers. He had to watch himself. The same kind of thing happened with Black Bart.
He decided to wait, and see if 2034 said anything. Maybe 2034 wasn’t used to being
asked questions.
Finally, he heard an answer. “Well, no. Sometimes I was called, ‘the Lionel
Engine.’ A long time ago.”
This puzzled Thomas. Yes, 2034 had, written on the side of his tender, “Lionel
Lines.” What was a “line?” Thomas wasn’t sure. Now that he thought about it, he had
seen the word “Lionel” other places. It was on the crane. And, Black Bart’s tender, too.
The sawmill. If he remembered correctly, it was on all of the guard vans. Cabooses.
They are cabooses here. Maybe “Lionel Lines” was the name of the railroad. But, it
wasn’t on the diesel, or him, or James. He thought about asking 2034. But, why would
2034 be called, “The” Lionel Engine, if he was just one of many on this railroad. Before
Thomas could ask, 2034 had more to say.
“Where are we?” he asked.
This surprised Thomas even more. He would like to ask the same question.
Girard, yes, but Girard where? On what railroad? Why hadn’t he asked Frank, his usual
engineer? It seemed like Thomas was the one slow replying to questions, because he did
not have an answer before 2034 had more to say.
“Why are you blue? I thought all steam locomotives were black. There’s a red
one here, too. Why are steam locomotives colored here?”
Thomas did know how to answer this question. “We are from Sodor. That’s
James. Yes, he’s red. I’m blue, and so are Edward and Gordon. Henry is green. James
used to be black, but he was given a new red coat. He’s very proud of it. That was back
on Sodor. I don’t really know where we are now.”
“Who are Edward, and Henry, and…. Who else?” 2034 asked.
“And Gordon. He’s the biggest locomotive on Sodor! He pulls the express.”
“And you are all red, or blue, or green? Why?”
Thomas thought about it. Why indeed? Or, why not? Everything seemed
backwards here. Back on Sodor, goods trucks were usually shabby and dull, and engines
were brightly colored. Here, the trucks were orange, or red, or yellow, and the engines, at
least the only two steam engines he had met, were both black. He was about to reply that
he didn’t know, when 2034 had another question.
“When did the Owner start this railroad?”
This, again, was an astounding question to Thomas. Who would even think to ask
such a question? He figured he’d better answer or there’d be yet another hard question.
“I don’t know. James and I have only been here maybe a month, maybe longer. This
railroad is under construction.”
“Yes, obviously,” said 2034. “Pretty far along, by the Owner’s usual standards.”
Thomas again wondered at this. “You know the Owner? I’ve never met him.”
“In a manner of speaking,” 2034 replied. “You see, I was his first locomotive.
Those were the old days. There were no diesels. One other locomotive, number 400.
And no switches! At least, for a while. And the track would move. It seemed to be
different every time I went out to make a run.”
“The track moved? How could that be? And, how did you do switching to make
up trains, if there were no switches?” Thomas asked in wonder.
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“The trains were made up for us; we just ran all the time with the same cars. But
only one of us at a time. Then, switches came along, and more rolling stock, and then the
diesel. I guess it was supposed to be a diesel. Never had a hood. Then the Army engine.
And a diesel switcher. Things started getting better, with permanent track, and more ties
and ballast, and grass and telephone poles and all the rest of it.”
“That wasn’t here?” Thomas asked.
“No. Never seen this place before. But, I’ll say this. There was a station a ways
back. Before I came up the grade. It had a sign that said ‘Glendale.’ But, I’m sure I’ve
seen that station before. Back in Virginia. And, even before that, I think, back when the
track seemed to move around every day. In Maryland too. I guess it shouldn’t be a
surprised to find it here too.”
This was all so utterly strange and confusing, Thomas thought. How could track
move? Track was what you ultimately counted on. It was permanent. Why, if it moved,
the whole world was suspect! And stations! Are they not permanent? How could they
flit about like birds, or busses, or like Harold the helicopter?
“So, where is Sodor?” asked 2034, returning to his earlier question. “And why
are locomotives colored there?”
“Sodor is an in a place called England. We have a Queen,” replied Thomas.
“And all locomotives are colored. Except two from Scotland that are black. Donald and
Douglas. But I don’t really know why.” Thomas decided that he’d better get in a
question before needing to field another one.
“Is the name of the Owner’s Railroad ‘Lionel Lines,’” he asked.
“No. Lionel makes locomotives, And cars. And track, and buildings, and …”
“And everything?” Thomas asked. Then something occurred to him. A strange
term which he never understood. He had heard that “God” makes everything. Perhaps it
was Edward’s Vicar back on Sodor who said that. He asked, “Is Lionel God?”
Engine 2034 made a strange noise. A kind of gurgling hiss. Thomas was about to
ask again, when the reply came. “No. Not God. Maybe think they are, though. There’s
Marx, too. They also make everything. Engines, cars, track, buildings, and such. The
owner, why, he gets stuff from both. Whatever’s cheap, I suppose. That’s how he got
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the diesel, ‘Old Hoodless’. No hood, so he must have gotten it cheap. Cardboard homemade buildings, manual switches. I must say, though, that this railroad here seems pretty
high grade, compared to what I’ve seen before. It was nice to get a chance to run around
here and get the bearings loose again. I was in storage for a long time after the owner
decided to switch to narrow gauge because it was cheaper. Guess he wised up later. That
narrow gauge stuff doesn’t work well and breaks too easy. But I still don’t get out
much.”
Thomas saw the engineer and fireman crossing in front of him, so he figured the
other train was getting ready to go. He decided not to scare the fireman again, so he
strayed quiet, and so did 2034. Both the engineer and fireman looked at him suspiciously
as they climbed back into their cab. Soon 2034 was on his way.

Thomas was pleased to have a new friend. Maybe 2034 would come back again.
So, 2034 had been the Owner’s first engine! Thomas would think about that, and be well
equipped with questions for the next time number 2034 came to Girard.
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